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The electron dynamics in the normal state of Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8 is studied by inelastic light scattering
over a wide range of doping. A strong anisotropy of the electron relaxation is found which cannot be
explained by single-particle properties alone. The results strongly indicate the presence of an unconventional quantum-critical metal-insulator transition where ‘‘hot’’ (antinodal) quasiparticles become insulating while ‘‘cold’’ (nodal) quasiparticles remain metallic. A phenomenology is developed which allows a
quantitative understanding of the Raman results and provides a scenario which links single- and manyparticle properties.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.89.107003

PACS numbers: 74.72.–h, 71.30.+h, 78.30.–j

The normal state of copper-oxygen compounds is characterized by several crossover lines separating regions of
the phase diagram with different physical properties [1].
The line usually identified with the opening of a pseudogap
at T  has been observed in many experiments which probe
both single-particle properties such as specific heat, angleresolved photoemission (ARPES), and many-particle properties such as NMR and transport [2,3]. An additional
crossover at higher temperatures and doping has been
determined from anomalies in NMR at T0 [4]. Moreover,
another temperature scale TMI associated with a metalinsulator transition has been found in transport [5].
Although several scenarios have been proposed [6–12],
there is no consensus of whether and how T  ; T0 , and
TMI are related. It would be extremely useful if a description of electron dynamics could be able to connect the
results from various experiments to a common origin.
From the point of view of critical phenomena it is not
uncommon that single-particle properties may show substantially different behavior from many-particle properties
[13]. In the vicinity of a quantum phase transition (QPT)
single-particle properties, e.g., density of states at the
Fermi level, may be uncritical, while two-particle properties such as the conductivity may deviate from Fermiliquid behavior. For studying a putative QPT in planar
anisotropic systems like the copper-oxygen compounds a
method is desirable which not only probes many-particle
properties but also has resolution in k space. Raman scattering of light by electrons can indeed meet these requirements in that the dynamical response can be measured for
different regions in the Brillouin zone due to the possibility
to independently adjust the polarizations of incoming and
outgoing photons. Thus, the B1g and B2g electronic Raman
spectra can probe either ‘‘hot’’ (antinodal) or ‘‘cold’’ (no-

dal) electrons with momenta along the principal axes and
the diagonals of the CuO2 plane, respectively.
In this paper we present results from Raman scattering
experiments in Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8 (Bi2212) over a wide
range of effective doping 0:09 < p < 0:24. We show that
the transport of hot electrons vanishes already at very high
doping levels while the cold ones still display metallic
behavior. We propose a phenomenology which can describe the results quantitatively and outline how the various
regimes in the phase diagram could be connected.
The experiments have been performed on a set of single
crystals with different doping levels. We started from an
extremely homogeneous overdoped Bi2212 crystal grown
by the traveling solvent floating zone method with a Tc of
78 K and a transition width of only 0.2 K. From this
specimen several pieces were cut and annealed at 620 K
in oxygen partial pressures of 300 and 1350 bar to obtain
transition temperatures of 62 and 56 K, respectively.
Raw data of the Raman response 00 !; T; p (with the
symmetry index  B1g ; B2g ) for various temperatures
are plotted in Fig. 1. Superimposed on the broad electronic
continua are narrow bands originating from Raman-active
lattice vibrations. The overall continua for B2g symmetry
(bottom row) are relatively doping independent and show a
low-energy response, ! < 200 cm1 , which decreases
with increasing T. In contrast, for B1g symmetry (top
row) the continua show nontrivial dependence on doping
and T: the low-energy response decreases with increasing
T in a similar way as in B2g symmetry for the strongly
overdoped sample [Fig. 1(e)], becomes essentially temperature independent for 0:16  p  0:20 [Fig. 1(c),
[14] ], and increases with increasing T for samples below
optimum doping [Fig. 1(a)]. The different doping dependences for the two symmetries become strikingly evident if
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FIG. 1. Raman response 00 !; T;
p (  B1g ; B2g ) of Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8 . The effective doping levels p are derived from the
p
empirical relation p  0:16  0:11 1  Tc =Tcmax [2]. The spectra in the top row are measured for B1g symmetry [polarizations of the
incoming and outgoing light perpendicular and at 45 to the copper (solid symbols) oxygen (open symbols) bonds]. For this
configuration, the sensitivity is highest around the M points and vanishes along the diagonals of the Brillouin zone. The Fermi surface
is indicated as a bold line [see inset of (e)]. For B2g symmetry (bottom row), the centers of the quadrants are projected out while the
principal axes become invisible [inset of (f)].
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Here NF is the density of electronic levels at the Fermi
energy EF and  k is the Raman scattering amplitude,
dependent upon incident (scattered) photon polarizations
e^ IS corresponding to different symmetries  B1g ; B2g .
00k is the imaginary part of the single-particle self-energy
00 !; T   !; T,
related to the electron lifetime as h=2

k
k
Zk !; T is the quasiparticle residue, f0 is the Fermi distribution function, and h i denotes an average over the
Fermi surface.
Using Eq. (1) we can define the Raman relaxation rate
via the slope of the spectra in the dc limit,  T 
NF h2 ki@ 00 ! ! 0; T=@!1 . For an isotropic conventional metal one obtains  T  h=T.

In a correlated or a disordered metal, however, a finite energy might
be necessary to move an electron from one site to another
one. Thus, in spite of a nonvanishing density of states at the
107003-2

Fermi level as observed in an ARPES experiment, for instance, no current can be transported and  T  h=T.

 T can be explicitly extracted from the Raman spectra by employing a memory or relaxation function approach [14,16]. In Fig. 3(a) Raman relaxation rates at a
fixed temperature T  200 K obtained in this and previous
studies [14] are compiled. The magnitude of B1g decreases
by approximately 70% for 0:09  p  0:22, while B2g is
almost constant up to p ’ 0:20 and changes by only 30% in
12

Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ
8

χ’’µ (ω,p) (arb. units)

the spectra are plotted at a fixed temperature T ’ 180 K as
a function of carrier concentration p as shown in Fig. 2. For
B2g symmetry [Fig. 2(b)] the doping dependence is very
weak. For B1g symmetry [Fig. 2(a)] the response is suppressed strongly with decreasing doping in an energy range
of about 2000 cm1 indicating the existence of a gap of
this magnitude for the hot electrons.
In order to link the results to momentum-dependent
electron dynamics we analyze the electronic Raman response in the dc limit, ! ! 0. For nonresonant scattering
we obtain [15]
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FIG. 2. Raman spectra 00 !; p as a function of doping on an
extended energy scale. For clarity the contributions from lattice
vibrations have been subtracted out.
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FIG. 3. (a) Raman relaxation rates  p as a function of
doping p. The smooth lines are fits to the data employing
Eq. (2) with a k-dependent gap with the maxima close to
the M points (inset). The metallic part above pc  0:22 is
shaded. The vertical line corresponds to optimum doping.
(b) @ T=@T as a function of doping. The smooth lines are
theoretical predictions. (c) Logarithmic derivatives of the Raman
relaxation rates indicating power-law behavior in the temperature dependence.

the narrow range 0:20 < p < 0:22. The abrupt crossover
for 0:20 < p < 0:22 is remarkable: the Raman relaxation
rates rapidly decrease, and the anisotropy vanishes. We
emphasize that the changes for 0:20 < p < 0:22 are observed for a set of samples prepared from a single homogeneous piece and that the results agree well with those
from earlier experiments; hence the observed features are
robust. The variations of the relaxation rates with temperature @ T=@T as a function of doping are shown in
Fig. 3(b). @B2g T=@T (nodal electrons) deviates only a
little from 2 in the entire doping range. The logarithmic
derivative @lnB2g T=@lnT [Fig. 3(c)] demonstrates
that B2g T varies essentially linearly with temperature.
The two properties combined yield B2g T ’ 2kB T. In
contrast, both @B1g T=@T and @ lnB1g T=@lnT (antinodal electrons) are strongly temperature dependent, increase continuously with p, and change sign close to
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optimum doping. For p  0:22 any kind of anisotropy
disappears.
It is both the apparent symmetry dependence of the
Raman relaxation rates, B2g < B1g [Fig. 3(a)] and their
characteristic increase towards lower temperature,
@B1g T=@T < 0 for p  0:16 [Fig. 3(b)] which indicate
that there is not only gaplike behavior but also a strong
anisotropy of the gap with the maxima located around the
M points [see Fig. 3(a)]. Thus the hot electrons show a
crossover from metallic to insulating behavior near optimum doping, while the cold ones are metallic for all
doping levels at the temperatures examined. This is what
we call an anisotropic or generalized metal-insulator transition (MIT) as opposed to a conventional Mott transition
[17] since the charge excitations become gapped only on
parts of the Fermi surface, and the overall dc transport is
still metallic.
The momentum dependence of the gap is reminiscent of
both the superconducting gap and the pseudogap [2,3]
being compatible with jdx2 y2 j symmetry. In spite of a
similar k dependence, however, an incipient superconducting instability (preformed pairs) can be safely excluded
because of the high temperature (200 K) and doping level
(p > 0:19) of our experiment. The same holds for the
pseudogap. Its onset temperature T  actually merges with
Tc already for 0:16 < p < 0:19 [2,3]. The scenario we
have in mind here is that of an anisotropic charge gap
which develops near the hot spots to minimize strong
interactions between electrons [18]. Therefore, we examine the effect of an anisotropic normal-state gap on the
Raman response.
An exact treatment of nonresonant electronic Raman
scattering in systems displaying a quantum-critical MIT
in the limit of infinite dimensions has been formulated for
Hamiltonians displaying both Fermi-liquid and non-Fermiliquid ground states [19]. However, the nature of a MIT in
physical dimensions, the development of an anisotropic
gap, and their effect on the Raman response is still an
open issue. Rather than speculating on what drives the
QPT we consider here a phenomenological treatment for
a system near a QPT possessing a doping-dependent anisotropic gap in the charge channel C p. The result can
be directly derived from Eq. (1) using the following approximations: (1) we assume that the wave function renormalization factor is constant, Zk !; T  Z, and
nonzero only for C  j2
h!j  Eb , e.g., for frequencies
located in either part of the band with a total width Eb
separated symmetrically with respect to the chemical potential by C =2 [20], (2) we take the imaginary part of
the self-energy to be momentum, energy, and doping independent, 00k !; T  00 T, (3) we assume a simple
momentum dependence of the gap which is compatible
with the observed k dependence, C k; p  C ’; p 
0C p cos2 2’ with ’ the azimuthal angle on a cylindrical Fermi surface, and (4) the doping dependence of the
gap is postulated to be proportional to 1  p=pc " for
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p  pc . We obtain for C p; kB T  Eb
(
C p
1
 p; T
21  exp 2kB T  insulator;

200 T
1
metal:

(2)

C p is a symmetry-specific effective gap resulting from
the Fermi-surface integration using B1g ’  cos2’,
and B2g ’  sin2’.
In Fig. 3 along with the data, we plot theoretical curves
calculated from Eq. (2) using 00 T  kB T (being qualitatively compatible with ARPES results in a wide range of
doping [21]), 0C =kB  1100 K, and "  0:25. For the B2g
symmetry which, according to our previous studies, reflects dc and optical transport properties [14], the influence
of the gap is weak, and the temperature dependence comes
essentially from 00 T. The general trend of the B1g rates,
in particular, the sign change, is well reproduced by the
phenomenology. It cannot be derived from single-particle
properties which, to our present knowledge, depend only
negligibly on doping in the range studied [22]. Because of
the selection rules or, equivalently, the weighted Fermisurface average [Eq. (1)] the MIT is particularly well
resolved in the Raman experiment and can be observed
clearly up to its onset at 0:21  p  0:22.
This strongly suggests that an underlying quantumcritical point for this material lies at a doping of pc ’
0:22 which is higher than pc ’ 0:19 as derived from, e.g.,
transport and specific heat [2,3,5]. Nevertheless, it appears
that the two phenomena are directly linked. The differences in the critical doping in transport and Raman can
readily be traced back to the selection rules and directly
reflect the unconventional anisotropic nature of the transition. Since pc ’ 0:22 is also inferred from the T0 line [1],
Raman scattering probably captures the first onset of nonFermi-liquid behavior in this compound similarly as NMR
and can trace it back to a correlation-induced localization
of carriers in restricted areas of the Fermi surface. On the
other hand, the pseudogap at T  does not fit straightforwardly into this scenario. It either marks a pairing or
charge-ordering instability or is connected to T0 in a more
complicated way through fluctuation effects [10].
The existence of a QPT seems to be a general feature
of the cuprates although the critical doping depends on
the material class as demonstrated for low Tc compounds
[5]. Here we have shown that the QPT can be described
phenomenologically in terms of a generalized MIT with a
strongly anisotropic gap. In this framework the Raman
data can be explained quantitatively and reconciled
with the single-particle results from ARPES. Why pc is
smaller in systems with lower Tc ’s remains an important
question.
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